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Getting greener
New state law pushes
state agencies toward
recycling -SEE NEWS,A2

UCF soccer player suits up for . ·
Portugal national team -sEESPORTs,A1
·"
Animals
f.J .

~

11

"'

POLICE CITATION
HAS.MAN

RATTLED

An Idaho man who authorities~
had 25Westem rattlesnakes in a~
gallon bucket in his apartment has
been issued two misdemeanor
citations by the state's Department of

Rsh and Game.Officials say Terry
Brian Teeter had as many as 32 snakes
but he gave some away and atetwo
others.The 38-year-oldTeeter says he
was unaware a license is needed to
hunt rattlesnakes in Idaho.

"

Lawsuit

SGA Senate impeaches Pozin
Senator's removal hearing set for July 29
BRANDI BROXSON
News Editor

On Thursday, the Student Government Association Senate voted to
impeach Sen. Jereme Pozfu.
The final vote count was
18-9 in favor of impeachment, with two abstaining
votes, according to a release
from Venessa Jacobs, the
chair for SGA Services and
Public Relations Commit-

regarding the incident
tee.
In the affidavit, a SGA
Pozin. who holds College
of Hospitality Management senator, whose name was
Seat 2 and is the deputy pro redacted from the docutempore of Legislative ment, stated that on June 23,
Affairs, came under investi- Pozin came into the SGA
gation after a June 23 inci- office after a World Cup
dent that occurred on cam- game and began yelling and
pus at the SGA offices.
running around the office.
An affidavit of impeachPozin then allegedly
ment was sent to the SGA began yelling about how
senate secretary .and the "hammered" and ''wasted"
Legislative, Judicial, and
PLEASE SEE POZIN ON A4
Rules Committee on June 29

MICHELLE DAVIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

At Thursday's Senate meeting at the Student Union, above, Sen.Jereme Pozin,
Colle~e of Hospitality Management Seat 2, was impeached.

Biomed
Students
find work
post-UCF

Ared carpet event

MAN HOPES
FOR LAWSUIT

BOOM

Aman filed a $146,000 lawsuit
against a pest control company,

claiming he suffered hearing loss
when a worker used explosives to
remove rodents on his neighbor's
property.Michael Lester's complaint
alleges the unnamed Cynergy Pest
Control worker was negligent in
failing to warn neighbors and then
disregarded Lester's warning to stop
the blasts that were rattling his doors
and windows.

Program flourishing a
year after. budget cuts
JENNIFER RIOS
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
MICHELLE DAVIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN THE BENEFITS
OF SWITCHING DIET,
GOING VEGETARIAN
Meghan Murphy Van Camp,
dietitian and nutritionist, will be
teaching students the benefits of a
vegetarian diet The event is today
from 12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.inthe
Wellness Center classroom.

LOCAL &S+ATE, A2

TWO THIEVES USE
GARBAGE CHUTE TO
ROB JEWELRY STORE
Police are looking for two thieves
who robbed aTampa jewelry store
on Saturday morning by entering
through the garbage chute.The
thieves stole hundreds of dollars
worth ofjewelry.

CRASH ON TURNPIKE
LEAVES ONE DEAD,
INJURES 16 MORE

•
•
•
•
,-..

Achurch van crashed on Florida's
Turnpike on Saturday.The crash
killed 68-year-old Paulette Noel
and injured 16 passengers.The
driver lost control ofthe vehicle
and it flipped, hitting a guard rail.
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TODAY'S
WEATHER

Students pose with Knightro outside the Student Union on Thursday after the announcement of this year's homecoming theme:"Knights on the
Big Screen: AUCF Homecoming Production." Homecoming week this year will run from Oct 16-24.
·

Volunteers garden life at UCF
RENITA FRETT
Contributing Writer

The UCF Arboretum's Garden
Day brought a little more color to
campus on Thursday.
Volunteers from UCF Dining
Services, Volunteer UCF and Simple Living Institute joined the
Arboretum to plant a ·citronella
plant, a root beer plant, a pecan tree
and more in the Organic Community Garden near the Harris Corporation Engineering Center.
'"This Garden Day we lmow will
help bring our family at UCF Dining closer to each other and our
· environment through hands-on

RENITA FRITT / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Garden Day volunteers help remove weeds and

plant new trees in the UCF Arboretum.

community involvement,'' said
Eden Wetherell, Dining Services'
sustainability coordinator.
According to Wetherell,,Dining
Services donated. $250 for the

Arboretum to pick out plants it
wanted in the garden. The plants
were bought from South Seminole
Farm and Nursery on June 30.
Participants met behind the
Harris Corporation Building at
trailer 525 at 10 a.m. They then
headed to the organic farm, which
is located behind the trailer, and
were instructed on how to weed
the garden by Tma Richards, education director at the Arboretum.
The volunteers weeded until
noon to prepare for plants like
homestead tomato seeds, a key
lime tree and a pomegranate tree to
PLEASE SEE

After a number of UCF health
programs closed in the summer of
2009, the future of the Burnett
School of Biomedical Sciences
was in limbo.
Since then, the number of
applicants to the program is
steadily rising, and many graduates are continuing on to jobs in
their field.
It's a field that science majors
tend to overlook, according to
Dorilyn Hitchcock, the director of
the Medical Laboratory Science
program whb has been with the
program for 21 years.
''People do not usually think of
this as a viable job option because
of the hard science core requirements," Hitchcock said.
Instead, Hitchcock said undergrad science students tend to
want to go directly for the physician assistant track or medical
school, not realizing that working
as medical lab· scientists may be
an option for them.
According to Hitchcock, there
is a big gap between the people
going into the field and those getting ready to retire.
''Now that the demand is high,
the salaries are beginning to rise,"
Hitchcock said.
The undergraduates in her
PLEASE SEE

ARBORETUM ON A5

NASA changes leave future uncertain
MONIQUE VALDES
Opinions Editor

For UCF aerospace engineering
majors, it remains to be seen if the
privatization of space exploration
may prove to be an out ofthis world
opportunity.
NASA and the Kennedy Space
Center are attempting to privatize
space exploration. These changes
could mean a lot for students hoping to venture into aerospace
careers.
The White House and NASA
have been making decisions that
will greatly affect the job market in
space exploration.
First, President Barack Obama
and Congress decided to retire the
Orion shuttle. The shuttle was
expensive and deemed unsafe,
according to Dale Ketcham, director

of the Spaceport Research and
Technology Institute at UCF.
"Ironically, the shuttle is now
working better than ever, but it is
still $150 million to $200 million per
month, whether w e're flying it or
not, and the Astronauts Office continues to insist it is not safe,"
Ketcham said ''The choice to retire
the shuttle is not an easy one, but it
is clear."
Obama then pressed the issue of
canceling the Constellation Program. According to Ketcham, the
program would consume all of
NASKs funding and still not get
America to the moon before 2028.
He said just building the vehicle
would use all the money available, leaving nothing to do once
we got there.
· "Getting back to the moon
and just re-planting the flag as

·- -

PROGRAM ON A4

. for providing access to low
Earth orbit for crew and
cargo.
"Since this is basically
technology that we've
...r-,., been doing for 50 years,
it seems the time is right
to redirect NASA'.s focus on
doing what we haven't done
before, going beyond LEO to
PLEASESEE

UCF ON A6
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and rwtices for
the UCF community

· Learn to be a vegetarian
Meghan Murphy Van
Camp, UCF's licensed and
registered dietitian and
nutritionist, will be teaching students the benefits
of a vegetarian diet.
The event will be held
today from 12:30 p.m. to
1:30 p.m. in Recreation and
Wellness Center classroom.
Attendees will be able
to sample a vegetarian
wrap and earn 500 LINK
Loot points.
For more information
contact Health Services at
407-823-5841

How to use Knightlink
Career Services will be
teaching job seekers how
to use KnightLink, an
online resource. Students
can search for jobs, post
their resumes, get employer information and access
on-campus interviewing
and recruiting events
using the online resource.
The event will be held on
Tuesday in Ferrell Commons, Room 185-C from
11:00 a.m. to nOOIL
For more informatiori
contact Career Services at
407-823-2361

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Thieves use garbage chute to
rob jewelry store on Saturday
TAMPA - Police in
Tampa are searching for
two men who robbed a jewelry store on Saturday
morning by entering via the
garbage chute.
The two suspects used a
power jack to open the
garbage chute of the Tampa
Indoor Flea Market. They
proceeded to rob the TS
Gold Store. The thieves
stole hundreds of dollars
worth of gold chains and
medallions. The suspects
were wearing dark T-shirts
and shorts. One used a bandanna to cover his face. The
other wore white tube
socks to cover his hands.

Church van crashes on
Tumpike,killsone,injures 16
YEEHAW JUNCTION
- A church van crashed
on the Florida Turnpike on
Saturday. The crash killed
68-year-old Paulette Noel
and injuring 16 passengers.
'the van was returning
from Universal Studios
when the driver lost control, flipping the van and
hitting a guard rail.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

. s epsiu green efforts
Bill increases recycling impetus on state agencies
which never passed because of
the lack of support. Mainly stateowned businesses and schools,
A state law passed July 1 will
including state universities, will
help strengthen local efforts to get
be directly affected by the new
businesses and residents of Florilaw.
da to go greeIL
It will encourage recycling for
The Waste to Wealth bill was
residents and other businesses
proposed primarily by Rep.'
and mandate local governments
Michelle Rehwinkel Vasilinda.
to compost yard trash and sepa- .
rate all recyclable materials.
Reps. Trudi Williams and Baxter Troutman and SeIL Lee Con"In accordance with the new
stantine were also key players in
law, my rationale behind it is it will
open up new markets for recycling, and therefore open up jobs
in local counties, more education,
help the environment and help
promote earth-friendly products;•
said Henry Harding, a senior environmental science major ·and cofounder of Intellectual Decisions
on Environmental Awareness
Solutions. "It's not going to help us
personally, but it will help us as a
movement."
The new .policy mandates
county programs for recycling
and composting for construction,
de,molition and any process that
requires waste control by the local
government.
MICHELLE DAVIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Recycling bins sit outside of the Student Union as part of UCF's effort to limit waste.A
Waste management progress
new state law inaeases the onus for recycling at Florida's public universities.
will have to be reported to the
State Legislature so Florida can
reach its recycling rate goal of 75
percent.
The resin identmcatfon code, typically found on the bottom of a
Also, occupants and owners of
container, is used to help identify different plastics for recycling.
new commercial sites and residences who have ~stablished their
Cellecllll
s,mbol Type of plastic
Uses once racyclad
residency
as of July 1, 2012, must
11Most
• Containers for food
Polyelhylene
have
proper
means to recycle. ·
te,aphthalate
• Fiber for carpet
commonly
.Recycling
Access and Collecrecycled;
•
Laminated
sheets
Drink bottles,
tion for Off-campus Organiza•Tote bags
picked UP
PETE
detergent bottles .
curbside or
tions and Networks, a group of
High-density
• Bottles for non-food
droppet;I off
students who help recycling
polyethylene
items: detergent,
at any
efforts at off-campus residences
shampoo,
soap
recycling .
Milk botttes,
such as Pegasus Landing, also
• Plastic lumber
center
shopping bags
benefits from the law.
R.AC.O.O.N. has grown from
•Few
Polyvinyl chloride •Pipe
just
students assisting and providcenters
•
Loose-leaf
binders
Shrink wrap,
ing material to UCF to working
accept these
• Traffic cones
garden hoses,
plastics due
•Packaging
toward becoming a registered stuPVC
shoe spies
tolow
dent organizatioIL
.J
'
\
Low-density
• Shipping envelopes
~of
'We
have
already
planned
out
polyethylene
• Floor tile
recyclabilily
to
give
students
means
to
things
•Paneling
Dry cleaning bags,
collect products and not just let
•Trash cans
squeeze bottles
LOPE
them go into the landfill," said
• Garden edging
Polypropylene
Caroline Pollifrone, the group's
Bottle caps, takeout •Plant pots
president.
"It's similar to what the
• Garden rakes
food containers,
law
enforces,
only we focus on
• Bike racks
drinking straws
PP
what the students can do individually." .
•Widely
A.
Polystyrene .
• Printer cartridges
Plastic foam,
• Cassette casings
Pollifrone said tp.e group will
packing peanuts,
• Plastic molding
be working with the Orange
coat hangers
• Office accessories
County Environmental Protection
not curbside ·
PS
.
• Division by going to different
• Difficult
~ Other
• Made of another
businesses and helping them
to recycle;
~ 7~ Nondisposable
type of resin or
implement the recycling program.
seldom
'-water bottles, baby
several types of
She also said that extending
collected
0TH
bottles, canned
plastics; canqot be •
the group's work toward
·
recycled
. the county has been a
food rin,ng
.
• These plastics sometimes contain bisphenol A (SPA), a man-made •
smooth
transition
chemical that is now detectable in most people's urine, which may be
·"
because of UCF
linked to breast cancer, prostate cancer and dangerous hormonal
i
&
1 , affff1ation
•changes in children
•
•
• ecyc es
·
with the county.

CAMILLE THOMAS
StaffWriter

·

passing the law, said Alfredo Cruz,
an aid to Vasilinda.
"There was a 1ot of compromise and give-and-take to make it
happen," Cruz said. "Lots of
unique collaboration and working
together between the private sector, the environmental communi·ty and government:•
The bill passed within the 60
days of regular session, Cruz said.
However, he said, several similar
bills were proposed years earlier
_

Understanding the numbers
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illf USKNOW
The Future is working
to · compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you 'know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmaiLcom
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11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Tod_ay Today:
Partly cloudy. Winds at ESE
PARTLY
CLOUDY
High:92°

Low:77°

at 16 mph and a20 percent
chance of rain.
Tonight: Windsat ESE at 13 mph
with a 10 percent chance ofrain.
Partly cloudy in the evening.

0

Tuesday

High:92°

MOSTLY SUNNY

Low:78°

Wednesday

High:93°
ISOLATED STORMS Low:77°

One free copy of the Central Rorida Future
permitted per issue. If available, add~ional
copies may be purchased from our officewith
· prior approval for$1 each. Mewspapertheft
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and criminal prosecution and/or
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Temporary cap on oil in place - nowwhat?
,...

ALLEN G. BREED

Orleans chef and sometime
fishing guide Eric Schutzman said recently as he took
NEW ORLEANS
a break from carving up a
After three long months, batch of black drum and
the bleeding from the bot- redfish caught in an
tom of the Gulf of Mexico unclosed section of Black
has been finally, mercifully Bay. 'We put a man on the
stanched. But in so many moon. You'd think we'd
ways,
the
progno_sis have enough brilliant minds
remains uncertain.
to get it all cleaned up and .
Which species will get on with it"
rebound, and which have
Since the Deepwater
been pushed beyond the Horizon exploded on April
brink? Has the oil accelerat- 20 and sank 50 miles off the
ed the di~ff ofmarshlands tip of Louisiana, as much as
that protect one of Ameri- 184 million gallons of crude
ca's great cities and make have hemorrhaged into the
this the nation's second gul£
most-productive fishing
To get an idea of what
region? What effect will the Gulf Coast residents might
BP spill have on the future be facing, many have
of deep-sea drilling - at looked back to the region's
GERALD HERBERT / ASSOCIATEDPRESS
once boon and bane - in last worst drilling accident Plaquemines Parish Coastal Zone Director PJ. Hahn rescues a heavily oiled bird from the waters of Barataria Bay,which are
theGulf?
- the 1979 Ixtoc spill. It laden with oil from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.After three long months, the bleeding from the bottom of the Gulf of
And, of more immediate took Pemex, Mexico's state- Mexico has been finally stanched. But in so many ways, the prognosis remains uncertain.
11£
concern to people along the owned oil company, 10
nation's southern coast, months to contain the spill when things seemed to be
'We always have three Thomas Bianchi likes to use
where will the millions of By then, 140 million gallons back to usual for the fin fish crops of oysters on the bot- the analogy of a giant tea
as-yet
uncollected, of crude had bled into the but not shellfish:'
tom, or three-year classes," bag.
unburned, unseen gallons gul£
But, Chay told Tunnell, says Voisin, owner of Moti'When you put a tea bag
.
of oil from the blown-out
Wes Tunnell, associate ''it permanently killed all of vatit Seafoods in Houma. in water, the tea that you see
Deepwater Horizon well director of the Harte the oysters and clams, the "So when you're thinking are organic compounds,
end up?
Research Institute for Gulf same thing we heard in Isla about mortality, you're not that's cqming from the tea
just thinking about this leaves:' says Bianchi, a proSecond-generation
of Mexico Studies at Texas Arenas yesterday:•
Large sections of the U.S. year's harvest You're think- fessor at Texas A&M UniPlaquemines Parish resi- A&M University-Corpus
dent Sandy Reno isn't sure Christi, is traveling the Gulf Coast which ing about 2010, 11 and 'l2's versity. "So you get that
she wants to wait around to region, looking for traces of . accounts for 60 percent to ~est"
kind of release from the
Oysters, shrimp and normal healthy marshes as
find out the answers.
. the spill and speaking to 70 percent of the oysters
"I'm ready to pack up people who lived through it eaten in the U.S. - have other valuable commercial they grow and die."
and leave," says Reno, 43, His blog is plastered with been closed to harvesting. It fisheries depend on the
With funding from the
whose shrimper husband, photos of red mangrove .remains to be seen what continued health of the National Science Foundalike so many others along roots clogged with thin, effect the spill will have on marshlands that nurse and tion, Bianchi is leading a
this coast, is now depend- weathered tar mats·- pos- the fishery.
nurture the species upon team that will soon gather
ent on cleanup work from sibly froin Ixtoc.
Some watermen have which the industry rests.
thousands of liters of water
the company held responsiLouisiana, home to 40 from Barataria Bay.
Tunnell and his col- been pulling up gapeble for the disaster. "When leagues interviewed 74- shelled, dead oysters. But percent of the · nation's,
. Through a process
you've had enough, you've year-old Jose Chay, a long- that is likely a byproduct of coastal wetlands, has been called
reverse
had enough. I've had time fisherman in Celestun, the state's efforts to keep the losing 35 to 50 square miles osmosis/electrodialysis,
enough already:•
Yucatan. Chay told Tunnell oil out of inland waters by of marsh a year for decades they will distill that down to
Just as the stumbling that the spill forced locals to diverting thousands of gal- - much of it from the hundreds ofmilliliters. That
federal response to Hurri- switch to jobs like salt min- lons of fresh water into the ditching and canal digging conce~trate will be subjectcane Katrina five years ago ing, crabbing in the lagoon estuaries, says Mike Voisin, activities connected to the ed to nuclear magnetic resexposed'not just chinks, but or making charcoal from a member of the Louisiana oil industry. In places where ' onance spectroscopy and
spider web networks of fis- the regiQn's lush forests.
Oyster Task Force.
oil has intruded, marsh other processes to detersures in our national armor,
A meeting is scheduled grasses have turned brown mine whether the marsh is
"They did these things
the failure to prevent and for varying periods oftime," · in e~ly August to deter- and brittle, but it is unclear dying at the roots, not just
then quickly stop the spill Tunnell writes, noting that mine the next harvest sea- yet how deep the death above the water line, and
has shaken many people's some started back fishing in son. But Voisin says it could goes.
how much ofthe petroleum
faith in American might
When talking about the - and the 1.8 million galabout two years, but with be years before the spill's
'We're a superpower .,- poor results. "Others got effects on the industry will marshes to laypeople, lons of chemical disperthe United States," New back to fishing in 4-5 years be known.
chemical oceanographer sants dumped on it - has
Associated Press

gotten into the food chain
Bianchi, who fled New
Orleans and his job at
'Tulane University after losing his home to Hurricane
Katrina, says his "gut feeling'' is that the marshes
have died below the water.
If that is the case, he's concerned that this die-off
could have a "cascading
effect"
"It just makes the whole
estuary more vulnerable:'
Bianchi expects to have
some preliminary test
results in a matter of days or
weeks. But it may well be
two or three years before
the spill's in'tpact on the
deep-sea environment, says
Jeffrey Baguley, a marine
biologist at the University
ofNevada.
These communities of
organisms are big players in
the processing and recycling oforganic carbon, says
Baguley, who specializes in
the study ofmarine invertebrates. There is still a lot of
oil floating beneath the
water's surface, and Baguley is concerned about how
much of it will end up on
the seafloor. ·
'We have organisms that
live there in the deep sea
that we're not sure of their
overall function, their overall impact," he says. "So it's
always prudent to err on the
side of caution when you're
impacting organisms you
don't fully understand."
Another industry whe>se
future is uncertain is deepsea oil drilling.
The federal courts have
blocked
one
Obama
administration
drilling
moratorium, ·but the Interior Department issued a
new one this week. Florida
Gov. Charlie Crist is asking
for a special legislative session to consider putting a
constitutional amendment
on the November ballot
that would ban drilling
withinlO miles ofthe state's
beaches.
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Walt Disney World~ R esort makes it easy

.big a n d sm all.

for you t o m agnify those m o m en ts .

Just go to DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what m agic is waitin g especially for Florida Residents .
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Pozin allegedly
drunk at meeting
FROM

A1

he was and telling an underage
student, who was in the office at
the time, that he would get him
''wasted"
The affidavit then states that
Pozin took an SGA_golf cart and
drove it around campus, despite
the fact that he was under the
influence of alcohol
A police officer came up to the
SGA offices soon after the incident
to inquire about whether Pozin
had been operating the golf cart.
According to testimony in the
affidavit, Pozin allegedly told
another person who was present
in the pro tempore's office at the
time that the officer had told Pozin
that if he would have seen Pozin
driving the golf cart, then it
would've been a Dill
Pozin then allegedly told the
officer: "Good thing you didn't see
me then"
Soon after, Pozin sat in on a
Senate meeting held by the Pro
Tempore's Office and was reportedly "clearly impaired due to the
amount of alcohol he had consumed"
The affidavit also states that
Pozin's eyes were red, his speech
was slurred and he was speaking
very loudly during the meeting.
The affidavit alleges that as the
meeting progressed,
Pozin
became angry with the debate that
was going on and after 10 minutes,
he left and went to lie down in the
pro tempore's office, which he
shares with SGA Senate President
Pro Tempore Joshua Miller.
Another testimony was included in the affidavit by an SGA Executive branch agent who was present during the incident
The agent reported that Pozin
was sitting in their office and after
asking Pozin to leave and go do
work in his own office, Pozin
replied with 'We don't do [expletive] and get paid for it"
Pozin could not be reached for
comment on this story.
The impeachment procedure

•
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includes five steps,
according to Title
VII of SGA'.s
statutes.
The first is filing
for impeachment,
in which charges
Pozin
or complaints may
be filed by a student in affidavit form. The next is
the chapter preliminary review.
During this step, the LJR makes
copies ofthe affidavit and presents
the charges during the next scheduled LJR committee meeting. If a
majority of the LJR committee
finds that the allegations are valid,
then the charges will be brought to
the next Senate meeting.
During the Senate meeting is
the third step: the Chapter
impeachment hearing. It was that
hearing that produced the 18-9-2
vote for the impeachment of
Pozin
The fourth step is the discovery
process, in which the LJR committee investigates the sources of the
affidavit for interviews and
reviews. tangible evidence; the
committee is currently completing
this process.

Program leads to job opportunities
FROM

A1

program that leave with jobs
after graduating are starting at
an annual salary of $40,000 per
year.
Most of the positions are for
medical laboratory scientists at
hospital labs.
·
Dr. Henry Daniell, a Pegasus
professor and Board of 'frustee
chair, has seen a similar outcome with students in the master's program.
"It is quite surprising that in
today's job market, the students
that graduate from the biotech
program are employed with

high salaries," Daniell said.
"Some students leave with five
different job offers."
The mean salary that graduating seniors are looking forward to, according to Daniell, is
about $50,000 to $60,000.
Recently, the program has
seen a large increase in enrollment.
In order to assure that students receive these opportunities upon graduating, Daniell
encourages students to not be
satisfied with applying to one
or two companies in Florida,
"I encourage them to interview not only in Florida, but to

-

go beyond so they have more
experience in interviews, compare salaries, diversify and pursue different opportunities,"
Daniell said.
Hitchcock is confident her
undergraduate students will
have even more opportunities
with the opening of the new
veterans hospital in Orlando,
among others.
"I feel very proud that the
majority of my students are out
there in the working world here
in the immediate Orlando
area," Hitchcock said. "We're
certainly servicing the community."

•

•
•
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The removal hearing is the final
step in the process, Pozin's
removal hearing is set for July 29.
Ifhe is found in violation, Pozin
must relinquish his position and
will be denied candidacy or
appointment to the Student Body
Government for one year.
Pozin does have the option to
appeal ifhe is impeached
This is not the first time that
Pozin has been in trouble with
SGA During the 42nd Senate elections in October, Pozin was found
in minor violation of election
statutes stating that campaigning
locations and food distribution
must be authorized
Pozin was a member of the
BAMF ticket, whose tagline was
"Building A More Functional
SGA," Pozin retained his seat
despite the violation.
Visit
UCFnews.com for
updates on Pozin's impeachment

•
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The Burnett School of Biomedical Sciences is one of the success stories of the UCF College of Medicine and its dean, Deborah Gennan, center.
Graduates from the school have shown a knack for getting jobs after college.
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Arboretum plants given with group support
FROM Al

'l,

be planted. These plants
were selected because they
are native and can withstand
the heat, Richards said
"In Central Florida, we
have the climate where we
have really high temperarures and occasionally really
low temperarures, so a lot of
these plants can thrive in
that kind of climate," she
said
Dining Services fed the
volunteers Domino's Pizza
and Honest Tea by. CocaCola at nooIL Some volunteers continued to plant and
help out after the event
' ended
Richards
said
the
Arboretum has a partnership with the Student Sustainability Alliance to
maintain the gardeIL She
also said a leadership group
ofl2 students will help take
care of the garden. and they
will also bring in other
groups like Volunteer UCF
and the Simple Living Institute to help.
Tia Meer, the founder
and president ofSimple living Institute, said her Ol'g3Il·
ization is a partner of the
Arboretum.
'We usually partner with
the big events;• Meer said
'We did it last summer also."
Rosemary Chacko, a senior biology major, said she
was invited to the event by a
friend and decided to stop
by afl:er her class.
''It was fun," she said ''I
was surprised by how many
people came out. I thought I
would be one of the only
ones here."
Sarah Parker, an intern at
the Arboretum, helped
organize the event with Volunteer UCF and said she
was
with the volunteer turn out
"You always get a different group of people every
single time with different
skills;' she said
Parker said the volun-

happy

-

teers were great, and it was a
great partnership between
the Arboretum, UCF Dining, Simple living and Volunteer UCE
According to Richards,
the Arboretum has a lot of
events in which anyone can
attend
Wetherell said that there
might be other events like
this in the future, and Dining
Services is proud to support
the Arboretum whenever
possible.
''To be able to participate
in helping the UCF Arboretum's garden flourish. and to
watch it grow knowing we
were involved, is always a
rewarding experience we
look forward to and hope
many more p eople get
involved with," Wetherell
said

'In Central
Florida, we have
the climate
where we have
really high
temperatures
and occasionally
really low
temperatures,so
a lot of these
.plants can thrive
in that kind of
climate.'
- TINA RICHARDS
ARBORETUM EDUCATION DIRECTOR

PHOTOS BYRENITA FRETT / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Volunteers from UCF Dining Services, Volunteer UCFand Simple Living Institute plant new life in the Arboretum. They added
a citronella plant,a root beer plant, a pecan tree and other plants from South Seminole Farm and Nursery.
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UCF students important to space exploration
Al

Kennedy Space Center.
Ketcham said that in the
Mars, to asteroids, into the short run, commercial space
solar system," Ketcham said will not be a massive job
"That, they believe, is the generator because it is anew
'inspiration' the public, and concept, and the logistics of
taxpayers, have a right to it still need to be worked out
expect out of NASA"
SpaceX, Boeing and LockSo what do these heed Martin are going to
changes mean for aerospace have to test the waters
students, particularly ones before hiring an influx of
about to enter the job mar- people.
ket? With nearly 7,000 peo"However,' in the long
ple losing their jobs, some run, lowering the cost to get
being UCF grads, at to orbit will create more
Kennedy Space Center, launches that will create
opportunities could seem more jobs and make it more
bleak.
attractive to bring nonUCF's involvement in launch related activity here
Kennedy Space Center as the price comes down,"
began in 1963, when UCF Ketcham said. "That has
started as Florida Techno- been the ultimate goal of
logical University. Its origi- economic
development
nal purpose was to be an practitioners here in Florida
engineering school that for more than a generation"
could send trained engiRuben Nunez, an aeroneering students into the space engineering major,
Kennedy Space Center. agrees that competition will
UCF came to be because the bring the cost of space travU.S. was in need of space- el down
age
trained
people. ·
"I think that privatizing
Although the country's space exploration is a good
goals for space exploration thing, not only because it
have changed, this need still will be cheaper, but it could
exists.
lead to space tourism,"
Ketcham argues that pri- Nunez said "Basically, these
vatizing space exploration companies taking on space
will only help aerospace exploration will go to great
engineering students by giv- lengths to compete."
ing them more options.
Attempts to privatize
"I was at the SpaceX space exploration have neiparty the night they ther deterred nor encourlaunched the Falcon 9 vehi- aged students_from becomcle two weeks ago," he said ing aerospace engineering
"... most of the people per- majors. Since fall 2008, the
sonally responsible for the number of aerospace engisuccess of the vehicle were neering
majors
has
in their 20s and 30s.
remained stagnant, with
''It reminded me of when about 450 students each
NASA was at its finest. I can tenn, according to data from
think of nothing more inspi- UCFs Office ofInstitutional
rational to young people Research. Aerospace engithan to see other young peo- neering falls within the Colple succeeding."
lege of Engineering and
UCF sends a lot of physi- Computer Science.
cists and engineering
Ketcham believes the
majors into the space pro- Spaceport Research and
gram at Cape Canaveral, Technology Institute will
according to Ketcham. UCF see an increase in UCF stuis only 45 miles from Cape dents as a result of the
Canaveral, making it the Kennedy Space Center's
closest university to the newmission
FROM

space for 20 years
/

Staring at

NASA's Hubble Space TelescopB has survived years of continuous use~ Jtre extremes
of space. sending thousands of images to Earth and mountains of new information.

1990

lhlbble's fllblre

Aprll24
Space Shuttle Oiscovefy btas1s off
carrying the Hubble Telescope

2010 and beyond

',

'\

' ',

'

Needle' '

Wrth no more senricing missions,
Hubble will gradually cease to func!ioo
but could be operational until 2018

Apn125
Telescope deployed into orbit 353 mi.

By the mid 2020s, orbit wiR decay and
the telescope will eventually bum up
as it re-enters Earth's almosphere

(569 km) above Earth

June25
Scientists discover Hubble's mirror is
not shaped correctly and are unable
to focus images

Hubble will be replaced in the summer
of 2014 with the James Webb telescope

1993

Some key discoveries

Dec.18
In first servicing mission, shuttle
astronauts replace Hubble's 500 lb.
(227 kg} camera; replacement camera
has mirrors that have been shaped to
compensate for error ln telescope's
main mirror

1997

''I have no doubt that the
UCF education activity will
increase because of the new
changes in Kennedy Space
Center's mission and as a
result ofthe transformations
occurringmUCFregarding
the Florida Space Institute

moving from the engineering department to the Office .
of Research," he said
Larry Chew, an associate
professor of aerospace engineering at UCF, agrees to
some extent
'We will continue to feed

students into the Cape, but
not until further down the
line, when more of the private companies start hiring,''
he said '"Their skills are still
transferrable to many
mechanical engineering
jobs.''

Nunez believes aerospace engineers will remain
in demand at companies like
Boeing, Lockheed and
Spacex, but not right away.
''It depends on how
things unfold in the next
year or so;' he said

"

The Great "Peace Flotilla" Ambush
How Israel fell inio a 1rap, carefully se1 by Hs enemies
Ashort while ago, a "peace flotilla" of six ships set out to bring relief to the so-called "beleaguered" Gaza Strip and
to break a naval blockade that Israel had imposed. Five of the ships peacefully obeyed the instructions of the Israeli
military to unload their cargo in Ashdod, an Israeli port. There the cargo was examined. That which was, indeed,
peaceful cargo, was promptly transferred to Gaza. The sixth vessel, the MAVI MARMARA, offered violent resistance
to the Israeli commandos who had boarded the vessel. A melee ensued in which nine of the "peace lovers," all
Turks, offered violent armed resistance and were killed.

What are the fads?

Israel. Tens of thousands of truckloads of food,
Sponsored and egged on by Turkey. This "peace
medicines, and other essentials are allowed into Gaza
flotilla" was sponsored by a Turkish terror
on a daily basis. There is no shortage of medicine.
organization disguised as a "charity" and
Gasoline and diesel oil are amply provided. Israel
encouraged and egged on by the Turkish
supplies electricity to the Strip. The only thing that
government. Its principal purpose was not to bring
Israel does not allow to enter is material that could be
supplies to Gaza, but to confront Israel, which had
used to construct weaponry.
instituted a naval blockade against the Gaza Strip. It
Every day all Gazans who need medical attention
was a win-win situation for the flotilla: Either they
that is not available in the Strip are allowed passage to
would reach Gaza and thus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - be treated (without cost, of
accomplish their stated " .• . Israel's effort to stop the 'peace course) in Israel's world-class
purpose or they would
flotilla' ... cast righteous Israel hospitals. It is remarkable that
become "martyrs," an almost
all this help is being extended
more desirable outcome for (once again) in the role of villain. while Gilad Shalit, the Israeli
this group.
What a sham!"
soldier who was kidnapped by
Gaza is under the control
Hamas over four yeai;s ago, is
of Hamas, which is considered to be a rogue terror
not allowed even a visit by the Red Cross.
regime by the United States and many other
The blockade of the Gaza coast is essential for
countries. It is sworn to the destruction of Israel.
preserving the peace. Had Israel allowed the "peace
Israel, in a splendid gesture of good will, had
flotilla" to enter a Gaza port, it would inevitably have
abandoned Gaza, removed its military and evacuated
led the way to the establishment of a de facto Iranian
all 9,000 of its citizens, who had lived there for
port in the Mediterranean, 40 miles from Tel Aviv and
generations. This gesture of good will was a futile
not much farther from Jerusalem. It is quite likely
one. Instead of showing any appreciation for Israel's
that the cargo of the "peace flotilla" was indeed
accommodation, the Hamas government of Gaza
peacefuJ goods. But there can be no question at all
showed its "gratitude" by lobbing thousands of
that, once the blockade was broken or abandoned,
rockets on an almost daily basts into Israeli cities
subsequent shipments would have included Iranian
within its reach.
armaments too bulky or too heavy to supply through
Hundreds of tunnels connect the Egyptianthe tunnels and, most likely, also well-equipped and
controlled Sinai with Gaza. Huge amounts of well trained-Iranian military personnel. What
contraband, including rockets and other weapons country would possibly allow anything like that to
virtually all of them of Iranian provenance - enter
happen?
Gaza through these tunnels, under the benevolent
It is, of course, most regrettable that the
neglect of the Egyptian military.
intervention of Israeli commandos to stop the
No hunger or emergency in Gaza. The clamor
"peace flotilla" caused the deaths of nine Turks. But
that Gaza needs outside help, that its inhabitants
it was unavoidable. The trained "activists" of the
lack the essentials for leading a normal life, is simply MAVI MARMARA confronted the Israelis with
not correct. It is a propaganda ploy to demonize
hatchets, spears, clubs, and firearms, threw one
Israel. There is no hunger in Gaza and no hardship
commandd overboard, and insured that a fire fight
other than that imposed by its terrorist government,
could not be avoided. Nine deaths, nine martyrs, was
whose only inalterable purpose is the destruction of the expected and ultimately desired result.

•
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Israel acted exactly as it should have and as could have been expected. No country would allow a blockade to
be broken. Can anybody imagine that, even without an established blockade being in place, the U.S. Coast
Guard would allow a vessel of a foreign country to dock in an American port without obeying an order to stop
and be searched if necessary? But the world got into an uproar, the U.N. went into overtime, and Turkey - the
instigator of the whole affair - declared Israel to be a criminal nation and recalled its ambassador. All of this
happened only a short time after North Korea, without provocation, torpedoed a South Korean vessel, causing
the deaths of 46 sailors. The world barely noticed. Angry mobs did not parade through the capitals of the world
and no North Korean flags were burned. But Israel's effort to stop the "peace flotilla" exercised the irate
attentionof the whole world and cast righteous Israel (once again) in the role of villain. What a sham!
This message has been published and paid for by

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt, non-prom educational 501 (c)(3) o,ganization.
Its purpose is the research and publication of the facts regarding
developments 1n the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of the United States and tts allies in that area of
the world. Your tax-deductible contributions are welcome. They enable
us to pursue these goals and to .publish these messages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all
of our revenue pays for our educational work, fo, these clarifying
messages, and for related direct mail.
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To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org
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Rodrigues lives her
dream of playing for
her home country .

..
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CARLOS PINEDA

YANKEES PAYTRIBUTE TO
GEORGE STEINBRENNER
NEW YORK - Mariano Rivera laid
two long-stemmed red roses across
home plate. Tears filled Joe Girardi's
eyes. Derek Jeter's face was flush with
emotion.
As fans stood through ''Taps"and a2minute moment of silence, the 27
World Series championship flags that
George Steinbrenner cherished with all
his might could be heard flapping at
half-staff toward center field from the
top ofYankee Stadium in the stiff
breeze.
The New York Yankees celebrated the
life of''The Boss"with asolemn 15minute pregame tribute Friday night
that included an vivid remembrance
from Jeter, spoken to the crowd of
47,524 from behind the plate before.
New York then paid tribute by rallying
to beat Tampa Bay 5-4 on Nick
Swisher's ninth-inning single.
"We definitely wanted to win that
game;' Swisher said. ''That was
definitely his day:'
Steinbrenner, the team's driving and
blustery owner, died Tuesday, two days
after the death of Bob Sheppard,
Yankee Stadium's longtime publicaddress announcer. New York returned
home following the All-Star break to
mark what both meant to afranchise
obsessed with its tradition.
''We gather here tonight to honor
two men who were both shining stars
in the Yankee universe;'Jeter said as
teammates and the Rays stood ramrod
straight, caps off, in front of their
dugouts."Both men, Mr. George
Steinbrenner and Mr. Bob Sheppard,
cared deeply about their responsibilities
to this organization and to our fans, and
for that, will be forever remembered in
baseball history and in our hearts'.' ·
"The ilew ~allpatk, opened tast year in
one of Steinbrenner's final acts, could
not have been quieter.Yankees ·
executives in business suits watched
somberly from behind the plate.

BASKETBALL

Editor-in-Chief

For Andrea Rodrigues, donning the Portugal national team
uniform this summer was a surreal moment in her life.
Rodrigues, a redshirt sophomore midfielder for UCF, was
called up to the women's
national team for two World
Cup qualifying matches as Portugal fights for a spot in the 2011
FIFA Women's World Cup in
Germany.
Rodrigues felt let down after
not seeing any action in Portugal's 4-1 loss against Finland on
June 19, but head coach Monica
Jorge told her to not get discouraged and that there was still'
another match left.
After listening to Jorge,
Rodrigues earned her first
international cap an
appearance for the national
team - four days later in a 10 victory against Slovenia on
the road. Rodrigues entered
the match in the 58th minute,
and she played the last 32
minutes of the win.

''It was something
that I always dreamed
about," Rodrigues said of
the first time she put on the Portugal uniform. "That's why I
play soccer. That's why I went to
PLEASE SEE

RODRIGUES ON A8

BIO BLAST: UCF'S ANDREA RODRIGUES
HIGH SCHOOL

AS ASOPHOMORE

Rodrigues was the captain of her team at St. Petersburg High School for three consecutive years.
In her high school career,she scored 82 goals and added 87 assists.

Rodrigues picked up where she left off,scoring in the 86th minute in the season opener against
Florida Gulf Coast. She played three games before going down with aseason-ending injury.

AS AFRESHMAN
She played in 13 games her first year at UCF,scoring once and adding two assists. Her strike in the
85th minute against Southern Miss dosed out a4-1 victory in the Knights' season finale.

CAPPING IT OFF
She received her first cap for the Portugal national team when she entered a1--0 victory against
Slovenia in the 58th minute.

' .

Volleyball
MAGIC MATCH BULLS' OFFER
SHEET, RETAIN JJ. REDICK

•

•
•

ORLANDO - The only place JJ.
Redick is heading is to the bank.
In amove that highlights his
remarkable NBA turnaround, the same
Orlando Magic team that once benched
Redick, shelled out $19 million Friday to
retain the shooting guard. They
matched athree-year offer sheet that
the Chicago Bulls madefor Redick last
weekthat could cost Orlando much
more.
The decision drives theMagicdeeper
into the luxury tax and gives them one
of the NBA'shighest payrolls at about
$93 million next season.The move
keeps Orlando's roster mostly intact as
the Magic hope continuity will
overcome Miami's All-Startrio and
Bostons Big Three in the Eastern
Conference.
''When it came down to it, when
w~re talking about what we're trying
to do here, it came down for me to
pedigree, DNA, things that most people
don't think about;' Orlando general
manager Otis Smith said."It wasless
about the money for me, being the
basketball guy, and more about
keeping aguy around that we'vehad in
our organization for the past four
years'.'
The decision was ultimately made by
ownership.
Because Redick was arestricted free
agent, Orlando had sevendays to
match the contract. Billionaire owner
Rich DeVos and team president Bob
Vander Weidetook all seven days to
make the move that nearly doubles
Redick's salary from last season.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF starts schedule with road swing
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

Last season started off
so promising for Todd
Dagenais and his UCF volleyball team.
They began the year 82 through their first 10
matches and looked to
take down rival South
Florida at home to win
their ninth match of the
season. They hit a wall,
getting shut out 3-0, the
first loss of a seven-game
losing streak. Then the
injures hit and they couldn't keep up with some of
the tougher opponents
during the season.
This year, Dagenais
hopes for the same start
without the drop ofI Here
are five things to look out
for in the Knights schedule for the 2010 season.

1. Road warriors?
Twelve of the Knights'
first 15 matches come on
the road to begin the season and with an absence of
senior leadership, this
could be could be an
issue.
UCF will have to battle
some in-state talent to
start the season with Florida Gulf Coast and
Bethune-Cookman in a
tournament in Ft. Meyers,

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL flORIDA FUTURE

Jennifer Belew (left) and Sarah Rex will be two players returning for the 2010 volleyball season. Rex will battle for either
one of the outside hitter or middle blocker positions while Belew will look to enter the race for the starting setter spot

but that will be just a small
test to the young Knights.
They will travel to North
Carolina to take on UNCWtlmington,
UNCGreensboro ana. South
Carolina State before
returning home for a
three-match set.
The test will be to see
how well this team starts
the first six matches of the
season, because when
they return home they
face one of the best teams

in the nation in Baylor
between matches with
Florida Atlantic and Jacksonville. UCF then hits the
road for six more matches,
including the first two
matches of conference
play at Marshall

2. Entertaining top talent
The Knights will take
on some of the top teams
in the nation from last season, as they play five
teams that posted 22 or

more wins in 2009.
That includes Baylor,
which the Knights will see
come to The Venue on
Sept. 10. Baylor finished
the season ranked No. 20
in the AVCA Coaches Poll
after posting a 24-10
record.
Last
season,
the
Knights played Baylor on
the road and ended up getting swept 3-0. It marked
PLEASE SEE

BAYLOR ON A9

Aug. 27 vs. Houston Baptist
Aug. 27 at Florida Gulf Coast
Aug. 28 vs. Bethune-Cookman
Sept 3at UNC-Wilmington
Sept. 4vs. UNC-Greensboro
Sept. 4vs. South Carolina State
Sept. 10 FLORIDA ATLANTIC#
Sept. 10 BAYLOR#
Sept. 11 JACKSONVILLE#
Sept. 17vs.James Madison
Sept. 18 at Chattanooga
Sept. 18 vs. Belmont
Sept. 23 at Marshall*
Sept. 24 at Marshall*
Oct 1at Houston*
Oct. 3RICE*#
· Oct. 9EAST CAROLINA*#
Oct 10 EAST CAROLINA*#
Oct 15 at Southern Miss*
Oct. 17 at Tulane*
Oct 22 UAB*#
Oct 24 MEMPHIS*#
Oct. 29 at SMU*
Oct 31 at Tulsa*
Nov. 5TULANE*#
Nov. 7SOlJTHERN MISS*#
Nov.12TULSA*#
Nov. 14 SMU*#
Nov.19atMemphis*
Nov. 21 at UAB*
Nov. 24 at UTEP*
Nov. 27 UTEP*#
Dec. 2-5NCAA 1st and 2nd Rounds
Dec. 10-11 NCAA Regional Finals
Dec. 16-18 NCAA Finals
* conference game #home game
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Former Knight Taylor impressive for Rockets .j
I
I

I

RYAN BASS

he made during the regular
Taylor heard his name
called in the 2009 NBA
season.
Taylor spent four sea- Draft as he was selected by
sons in a Knights uniform. Washington with the 32nd
with his best year coming pick but then was later
as a senior in 2008-09. He traded to Houston.
was named the Conference
USA Player of the Year UCF gearing ue to host
after averaging 26.2 points C-USA womens tennis tourney
per game, which ranked
Another
conference
third in the nation.
tournament returns to UCF
In addition to the C- for the 2010-ll season.
USA recognitions, Taylor
After hosting the track
was named an All-Ameri- and field C-USA Champican. He shattered the C- onship this last year, it's not
USA single season scoring the UCF women's tennis
record by downing 466 team's turn to host an
points and averaging 29.1 event, hosting the tournapoints per game against ment at UCF April 21-24.
teams in the conference.
It will be held at the
He finished his career as Lake Cane Tennis Center.
the all-time leading scorer
''I'm very excited about
in UCF history on the Divi- . the schedule we have put
sion I level with 1,979 together for this year,"
points.
head coach Stephanie

Sports Editor

Jermaine Taylor was one
of the best scorers in the
nation when he played for
the Knights in the 2009-09
season.
So it should be no surprise that he would be tearing up the hardwood in the
2010 NBA Vegas Summer
League.
Taylor has averaged 18.4
points through five games
in the Vegas Summer
League for the Houston
Rockets.
He capped off the Rockets play with 16 points in
the final game of the summer league against the
Denver Nuggets.
His 18.4 ppg puts him
eighth in scoring among all
players during the tournament. He trailed notable
names such as JaVale
McGee (19.5) of the Washington Wizards, J.J. Hickson
(193) of the Cavaliers and
this year's No. 1 overall,
John Wall (23.5), also of the
Wizards.
· His best game of the
summer league came in the
100-82 opening win against
Phoenix. Taylor played 26
minutes and scored 25
points on 10-of-19 shooting.
He also grabbed seven
boards in that game, tying
his most for each ofthe five
games. Overall. the secondyear guard averaged 29.4
minutes of play for Houston.
Taylor had a successful
frrst year as a pro last season. He saw time in 31
games for the Rockets,
averaging 4.1 points in 9.8
minutes of play. His best
game came in his first
career start against the Los
Angeles Lakers on March
27, where he scored 15
points by adding five
rebounds. The start against
the Lakers was one of four
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Houston's Jermaine Taylor averaged 18.4 ppg in the 2010 Vegas Summer League.

Nickitas said in a release.
"For the first time, we will
be hosting two fall tournaments, which gives us a
chance to compete on our
home courts early in the
year. We are bringing in a

variety of schools that we
don't normally see, such as
Arkansas, Missouri, Purdue and Virginia Tech."
In addition to hosting
the conference tournament, the women's tennis

team will host two fall :.
tournaments and nine ,
dual-matches in the spring ~
at home.
,
UCF is coming offa sue- -:
cessful 13-7 record last sea- _,,.
son.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - . :

Rodrigues looks to return ·
was crazy. l've been to
Brazil before, but I've
never been to Portugal. It
college to play. Everyone
wants to get to that prowas nice to speak the language and be a part of
fessional level and repre-:
that environment."
sent their country.
Because Rodrigues
"I felt like I deserved it.
has passports from the
I've been playing since I
United States, Brazil and
was 4 years old, and finalPortugal, she had the
ly my dream came true, in
a sense."
option to join any of the
three national teams.
A local soccer player
from St. Petersburg,
· Hale said playing for a
national side is a great
Rodrigues signed to play
opportunity for players.
for UCF in 2008.
Rodrigues said she
"Obviously, it's a great
· didn't visit may other
honor for those kids who
- ANDREA RODRIGUES
ON REPRESENTING PORTUGAL
schools and had a feeling
have done that,'' Hale
that playing at UCF was
said. "It's a different perthe best choice for her.
spective. International
"The way Amanda
games are different. Espe[Cromwell] and Colby the games from the cially for someone like A[Hale] handled their play- bench, she knew that she Rod, who's playing for
ers, their playing style, had to cheer on her team. Portugal, the style is very
UCF finished the 2009 different for Portugal
they really appreciated
me as a player, and I've season with a 17-5-1 than it is for us. It'$ good
never
regretted
it," record. The Knights won to go and get a different
the Conference USA reg- perspective."
Rodrigues said
In her freshman sea- ular season champiRodrigues said that
son, Rodrigues played in onship and advanced to · although she was born in
13 games, scoring one the second round of the the U.S., she's always
goal and adding two NCAA Tournament.
grown up in a different
Following her recov~ culture.
assists.
Hale, the associate ery, Rodrigues spent two
"My dad's family is
head coach said she 'is a weeks earlier in the sum- from Portugal, but he was
technical player and her mer at Brazil's Under-20. born in Brazil,'' Rodrigues
ability to utilize her left National Team Camp said. "I was born in a Porfoot sold him on her as a from May 25 through tuguese-Brazilian culJune 6.
player.
ture."
Although she played in
"She was one of the
The idea of playing
frrst recruits we got really a couple of friendlies, soccer was not a faryoung,'' Hale said. "She none were considered fetched one for Rodrigues
played on a very good FIFA-official,. allowing or her younger sister, who
club team. Any time you her to join the Portugal plays at Florida.
get a left-sided player like squad. This was the sec- '
Being raised in a
that, that can play a left- ond consecutive summer Brazilian household, the
participated
in sport is in your blood,
footed ball, they're always she
Brazil's camp.
Rodrigues said ·
a weapon."
Fellow UCF teammate
Last season, she tore
Brazil is the most sucher quadriceps, an injury Aline Reis, a redshirt jun- cessful country, with the
that limited Rodrigues to ior goalkeeper, also spent men's side having won
three games. Rodrigues time in the Brazil Nation- the World Cup five times.
was able to receive a al Team camp last year.
"Every Brazilian grows
In Rodrigues' first visit up loving, living and
medical redshirt.
"It was very frustrat- to Portugal, she had trou- watching the sport of socing," Rodrigues said of ble early on with the lan- cer," Rodrigues said "For
being injured. "I've never guage.
[my dad], it was, 'My
Rodrigues said that the daughter has to play.'
had any injuries at all
before that. It was so hard Portuguese spoken in They gave me my choices
to recover from some- Brazil is more slang and when I was younger, but I
thing that you can't have the accent is different. fell in love 1with it. It is a
She eventually got used bond that my dad and I
surgery.
"There is no definite to the native language have."
time with a muscle injury. and was thrilled to see the
Not used to being
For me to sit and watch European nation for the injured, Rodrigues has
and not even practice, it first time.
since gone on to repre"It was surreal to get to sent Portugal at the highwas overbearing emogo to a country and actu- est level and looks fortionally and-physically."
Rodrigues said that as ally see what I have heard ward to helping UCF for
difficult as it was to watch all about," she said. "That the 2010 season.
FROM
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'I felt like I
deserved it. I've
been playing
since Iwas4
years old, and
finally my
dream came
true, in a sense.'
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Heat add Ilgauskas to squad
TIM REYNOLDS
Associated Press

•

-

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With the absenc~ of a conference tournament in 201 o, every (-USA regular

season match will count towards the Knights' chances of a conference title.

Baylor will be
key match in '10
FROM A7

-

the first loss of the season
for the Knights.
Southern Miss, Tulsa,
Rice and Marshall are the
other 22-plus win teams
UCF will tangle with this
season. The Golden Eagles
and the Golden Hurricane
topped the conference last
season with 14-2 and 13-3
records in C-USA play,
respectively.

3. Better shot at C-USA title?
~

-.t

This will be the first
season the Knights will not
have the chance to participate in the C-USA Championship. They decided
not to sponsor a league
tournament and rather
added four more conference games to each schedule.
This bodes well for the
~ghts, seeing as they
have not had success in the
conference tournament in
the past. Now they have a
chance to focus more on
their in-season matches
and, if they happen to
improve this offseason,
have a good shot at making
some noise in conference
play.

With the Knights being
so young, momentum will
be key in them possibly
capturing the crown. but
they will have to go
through some tough teams
on their way to the top of
the conference.

4. Crucial (-USA home stretch
The ladder weeks of the
season will prove even
more crucial for the
Knights now with the
absence of a conference
tournament.
Seven of the Knights
final 12 conference matches are at home to end the
season, which could be a
huge momentum push for
the team to make a run at a
title. It will be interesting
to see how close UCF is in
the standings and if that
home stretch will have an
impact on the final results.

5. Key game to watch
Of course, it will ·be
when Baylor comes to
town on Sept.10. Size-wise,
they are lengthy and have a
lot of power with the outside hitters. It will be interesting to see if the Knights
match up better with a bigger lineup in 2010.

MIAMI - For the Miami Heat,
the first priority of the summer was
the big moves, the names like
LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and
Chris Bosh.
It's been all about big men since.
Zydrunas Ilgauskas became the
third center to sign with the Heat in
less than 24 hours on Saturday, completing a deal he agreed in principle
to about five days earlier. On Friday,
the Heat completed contracts with
returning Miami veteran Joel
Anthony and rookie draft pick Dexter Pittman. And Miami's next move
is expected to be the re-signing of
another 7-footer, Jamaal Magloire.
That's roughly 28 feet of centers
in all, with the 7-foot-3 Ilgauskas
standing taller than everyone else
on Miami's now-bursting depth
chart at center. The Lithuanian who was drafted by Cleveland in
1996 and has never suited up for any
other NBA club - is 12th among all
active players with 1,269 blocks, and
21st among current players in
rebounds with 5,904.
''.As we continue to shape our roster, we have filled a key position
with the addition of Zydrunas," Heat
president Pat Riley said in a release.
"He is a two-time All-Star, a proven
rebounder, and a great shot blocker.
His place in NBA history is already
clear, and we are pleased to be able
to add a seasoned veteran of his caliber to our roster."
Ilgauskas averaged 7.4 points and
5.4 rebounds last season for Cleveland, playing as a backup behind
Shaquille O'Neal He was part of a
three-way midseason trade and
ended up in Washington, which
bought out his deal without
Ilgauskas ever playing a second for
the Wizards. After the NBA's mandated 30-day waiting period,
Ilgauskas returned to Cleveland.
But when James announced his
decision to join Miami, it seemed
almost certain that Ilgauskas would
follow. To him, it made sense for
three reasons: His wife Jennifer has
plenty of family in South Florida,
James wanted him to join the rebuilt
and suddenly loaded Heat roster,

.

TONY OEJAK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Zydrunas llgauskas decided to join former teammate LeBron James on the Miami Heat. He became the
third center to sign with the Heat, joining Joel Anthony and Dexter Pittman.

and Ilgauskas is still chasing his first
championship ring.
''LeBron gets a lot of the credit
for this one,'' Wade said
Ilgauskas is the ninth player to
sign with Miami for the coming season. After Magloire, the Heat are
expected to add Juwan Howard and

Carlos Arroyo in the coming days,
and it seems possible that free agent
James Jo'n es - who was with
Miami last season - could also
return. Free agent point guards
Keyon Dooling and Chris Quinn,
both former Miami players, are targets as well.

" '' '
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Obama travels
at wrong time
N

o matter what you did
this past weekend, it's
unlikely you're feeling
as refreshed as the Obamas
do right now.
Unless, of course, you
spent the weekend on a
beautiful beach, eating
water-front lobster dinners,
boating, enjoying ice cream,
bike-riding and hiking.
The first family decided it
was time for a weekend getaway, and what better time
than in the midst of the.most
critical phase of the horrific
oil spill in the Gulf. Nevermind the fact that we are
also fighting two wars and
unemployment is at a scary
9.5 percent.
a
By the way, this trip
precursor to their trip next
month to Martha's Vmeyard
in Massachusetts: It baffles
us as to why a pre-vacation is
needed to ease into another
vacation. Isn't that something
that would happen on one of
those Real Housewives reality
shows?
The Obamas' pre-party
vacation involved a weekend
in Bar Harbor, Maine, on
Mount Desert Island, home
of Acadia National Park. The
trip marks the president's
third weekend vacation since
the oil disaster began in
April, and his seventh vacation during his 18 month
presidency.
There's no denying that
Americans want a president
who has the chance to clear

was

his mind once in a while, but
this is a little excessive . Not
to mention a bit hypocritical.
Only weeks prior to the
weekend extravaganza, he
was urging Americans to
vacation in the Gulf in order
to help with the economy
there.
We guess oil-soaked
beaches are just not good
enough for you, Mr. President. Americans might even
take up his vacation suggestion if they could actually
afford it.
, Presidents vacationing
has always been an issue in
the media. There are even
people who specialize in
presidential image. Perhaps
Obama's public relations
agent was on vacation too.
Ronald Reagan spent time
at Rancho del Cielo . Bill
Clinton and his family traveled to Jackson Hole, Wyo.,
in the summer ofl996 (we
wonder if Jackson Hole is as
boring as it sounds or if Bill
just had a thing for Midwestern gals).
According to CBS correspondent Mark Knoller, who
keeps track of presidents'
comings and goings, Bush
spent all or part of 977 days
at Camp David or in Texas
during his two terms. It
should be noted, however,
that for most of those trips,
Bush's staff would travel with
him and work would continue as usual.
Bush was also as drawn to

golf as Obama is, but he
stopped playing after the
2003 bombing at the United
Nations headquarters in
Baghdad, claiming that it
sends the wrong signal to
play golf during war. Despite
being a wartime president,
Obama continues to play. For
us, it's not so much that he
plays golf during wartime,
but more so that he plays the
"rich man's" sport so often
during America's economic
hardship.
What is most disheartening about this weekend getaway is the thousands of jobless Americans who can't
even afford to think about a
vacation in Bar Harbor. The
Gulf of Mexico residents
who relied on their beach for
their livelihood have to sit at
home, jobless, as they read
about the Obamas biking,
hiking and boating on another beach.
Obama has gotten a lot of
heat for being an attentionseeker, and the man is certainly good at campaigning.
All the beautiful pictures of
the Obama family on this
beautiful vacation are a juxtaposition to what is really
going on in this country right
now.
We don't doubt that the
president is a hard-worker,
but it's all about timing. You
wouldn't take a vacatioll'during the busiest time at your
job, and the same should
apply to the president.

Pozin's conduct
a black eye
.1

A

•
•

s we're sure you ·
and the World Cup are not
already heard, Stuexcuses for tipsyness on the
job.
dent Government
Aside from having a senAssociation senator Jereme
ator come into the office
Pozin - yes, his name has
been released despite
drunk, there are several
attempts to black it out on
other aspects to this situation that make it embarrassthe affidavit - has been
impeached for allegations of ing.
being inebriated in the SGA
For one, the affidavit for
impeachment - a public
office.
record, by the way - had
Pozin, the deputy pro
tempore of Legislative
Pozin's name blacked out.
Affairs, came to the office
Except on page four that
on June 23 after he had
is. Someone in the office
allegedly been drinking at
either messed up or has a
Knight Library during a
vendetta against Pozin. One
World Cup game.
may never know.
Secondly, we question
The senator "began
yelling and running around
the legality of UCF attemptthe office" and yelled that
ing to redact nam~s and cerhe was "hammered" and
tain information from the
"wasted,'' according to the
affidavit.
Is this a policy to protect
June 29 affidavit.
The senator has also
the student's reputation? Or
been accused of driving an
does UCF have its own poliSGA golf cart while intoxicy about releasing names in
an affidavit?
cated.
A drunken joy ride in a
Reasons for redacting his
golf cart is still considered
name would have been a
illegal.
nice disclaimer to include
Looking back, it's hard to either within the affidavit or
remember who was not
at least to its link.
drunk during those games,
This is not a rape victim
but thankfully most people
we're talking about here.
were sinart enough_not to
SGA members are elected
do it on the clock.
by the student body and
The rest of the world
part of our tuition goes to
may stop everything for a
their salaries.
soccer match, but not us.
The student body has
The Superbowl, the
every right to know exactly
World Series, the Olympics . who it was that allegedly

1
')
~

t7,

came into the office drunk
that day.
Transparency is important in all levels of gove,:nment, including a student
one.
· We applaud SGA for taking measures to impeach
r>ozin and feel it is the right
thing to do.
If he were to get away
with his alleged actions, or
ifhe simply faced suspension instead of impeachment, it would have reflected very poorly on UCF.
This sets an example that
SGA members, though they
are still college students,
can't let stuff like thl,s slide
because they have a responsibility and a commitment
to fulfill to the student body
and the university.
It is unfortunate that
Pozin will likely be remembered for his misconduct
rather than any accomplishments during his time as a
senator, but those are the
rules of the political game
and something he should
have realized beforehand.
Nobody cares what you
did right when you do
something wrong. .
Just ask Bill ~linton or ··
Eliot Spitzer.
Rules are m~~o be followed, and bre · them is
just more noticea le whe/
you're a senator.
•
..:.
..
'

REIMBURSEMENT
DUE 10 OIL SPILL.
FILL OUT FORM lN
FULL.
BP

DON WRIGHT /THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

College clubs should
be open to everyone
I was pleased with
classrooms and clubs.
last month's Supreme
Telling students they
Court ruling in Christian
can't be members of a
certain club denies them
Legal Society v. Marthe opportunity to learn
tinez.
A student chapter of
more about a certain religion, sexual preference
the Christian Legal Society brought suit against
or culture.
I think a great examHastings College of Law,
a part of the University
ple of an organization on
of California.
JERRIANN SULLIVAN UCF's campus that
The Christian Legal
serves a specific purpose
Guest Columnist
Society was challenging
without discriminating
against students is Equal.
the school's policy of
denying official university recogniAccording to its website, Equal
was founded in 1976 as the Gay Stution and funding for a club that
dent Association at what was then
does not allow students who do
·not adhere to the club's religious
<.':ailed the Florida Technological
beliefs to join the club or hold lead- University. The club changed its
ership positions.
name later to the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Student Union.
The court ruled against the
In early 2009, after years of presChristian Legal Society and upheld
the right of a state university to
sure from its members to change
withhold funding and official
its name to something more inclusive of all communities, the club
recognition from a student group
that denied membership or leaderdecided upon the name Equal. The
ship positions to students based on organization changed its name to
religion and sexual orientation.
avoid discriminating against anyone. ·
I was not the only one pleased
According to Equal's website, its
with this decision.
mission is ''to provide a safe enviThe American Jewish Commitronment for students to interact
tee, Americans United for Separaand network with each other,
tion of Church and State and the
engage in social activities, and
Union for Reform Judaism, who
together filed an amicus brief in
develop personal character without
support of Hastings, were all happy fear of discrimination on the basis
to hear of the high court's decision. of actual or perceivfd sexual orientation, gender identity or gender
I am not saying that organizations that focus on certain religions expression, and to provide support
andresourcesforstudentswho
or sexual orientations should be
denied funding from state universi- · have experienced such discrimination."
ties.
According to its constitution,
All student.organizations should
have a place on campus and supmembership in Equal is limited to
any student who is currently payport from the school - as long as
they are not discriminating against
ing Activity and Service Fees and is
·enrolled at UCF.
anyone.
Basieal)y, if you are a student,
Denying a student access to a
then you can join.
club or organization because of
To extinguish any doubts, the
their religion or sexual preference
club clearly states in its constituis a form of bigotry, which should
never be supported, let alone fund- tion that "no discrimination shall
be made on the pasis of sex, race,
ed, by a state university.
age, religion, disability, national oriIn addition to discriminating
gin, sexual orientation, marital or
against students, denying access to
parental status, or veteran's status."
potential members is only hinderEqual serves as an example for
ing the club or organization.
·
what all clubs and organizations on
College is place where learning
campus should aim to do: fulfill its
about new things should be
mission without excluding anyone.
embraced and supported - in
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Holster outrage; gun
ban right call_
Why has violent crime
dropped in D.C. since their gun
ban was overthrown in 2008?
Why have guns and ammo been
flying off shelves since Obama got
elected, yet 2009 had the lowest
violent crime rate since 1963, in
the biggest single-year drop since
records have been kept?
This is madness. Criminals are
going to have guns if they want
them. Period. By defmition, they
do not obey laws. Only law-abiding citizens will obey anti-gun
laws, but these are also precisely
the people who should not be
worried about; they are law-abiding citizens and won't be committing crimes anyway. Anti-gun laws
only serve to make law abiding
citizens vulnerable to criminals
who do not obey the law and have
a weapon anyway. To think otherwise is madness.

ANONYMOUS

So you are - really - ticked
that the Supreme Court upheld
the Constitution? In your worldview, is that - really - something the Supreme Court isn't supposed todo?

ANONYMOUS
Mr. Liberal, please pass a law
banning the intruder from owning
a hand gun. Qr have all buildings
post a sign saying: no robbery or
murders allowed here. That
should solve the problem.

ANONYMOUS
Check your facts. Texas law is
just about identical to Florida!
Both viqlate the 14th Amendment's Equal Protection Clause by
denying those who don't have
enough money a license to defend
themselves. Or do you recommend that they blow a whistle and
wait for a police officer to be dispatched while someone commits
a rape or murder?
SEANC
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online :24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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By phone: 407-447-4555
By'fax: 407-447-4556
lb. person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEx,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9a.m.-5p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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125
150
175
200
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B
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A
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Rooms aval. for senior or

!J3dllllle sludert In irnmawale
:¼2 home neer UCF. $400mo. + -m
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Female pref. $550tm. !rd al
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Call 352,0040023
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13 321-400-100,.

SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent In 4,2 home in quiet
Alalaya Woods min. from UCF. '
Phone, cable, ~ Fenced
Yam. $550' mo. util. Incl
Cal Zach 239-789o241

Ro.Jm avalitJle n a 312.5. Female
pre(elred. 8 mJes flan t.x:F. $oo:l
month, irdu:les uti1ies (catle,
nemet, eledrc). Please call 407fi950010.

Roorrmate wanted
Ro.Jm u Rert in a 312.5

oorouse bcaled 5 mies flan
t.x:F. i..J:xlkqj for a dean,
resp:lllSiie n:xmnale. Rent is
$400 + 1/.3 ol 1he liiilies. Cal
Argela at 407-92)4827
TCM'l'ltruse For Rent 2 Bd25 Ba l:xlth
masters, a l l ~ rd..dai 1/2
rri. flan lJCF, WD.Avai No.v.
$750!ro. Cal 4-0-7-3106583

2br/2.Bl TClYIITIS8 1/roia Pries
. OietConm 15 rm flan LCF
Saealed patio w/ s1Drage, W/0
• • $95(rno call 561-312-1498

The Crest at watabd Lakes
L.uxuyConoo 2br/2bi, wA:l, gym,
JXlOI.wrm rd.,$ 475toorrmate
Cal (407)247-6423

UCFINE ORLANDO
Cooial Poir1IB L.uxuy ~
1 & 2 Beaooms Free W/0, iX)OI,
fitness cenler, patbs.
2300 Eron Cr. 407~1

,,,

N i l e ~ avai.tlle. PJ
utiloos i"dJ::ted. Qtile & wi:aess
internet. $575,tro. Sirge female
pref. Call ~ at 407-468-0053.

lmiJ

$500 rd.des everytti:g. 2
Rooms u rent in a rouse 5
rrhies from U::F kx:ated n
TaYler Crossrg. i..J:xlkqj u
resp:lllSiie roomma!es
prelera)y male, srroknJ
ou\sde oliy, cn:l orly~
pets. Calla:t Rafael at 954-648-

9594

'fl

My nane is Eri: Im 24 cm I Ive n

a small 2 bed roan 1 bah rouse
off of GcI1errnd moo wilh a roan
rent $400 All. lit rd.
I a-ri a rrusoa, cn:l ha'.e
rehea-sal twee a week Srroke
cm acn'd tree rouse.When 1he
bard sit at 1he rouse raieersrg
l is vety, 'Mi cµet. 15 rmJes
flan U::F cn:l 5 rrhies flan FtJ
Sal.Serous incµies ~ me
at 407-7!Y2-3739.
Hostfaliy has 3 rooms avcj_ for
female stooents oliy, 2 soy
rorne 1.s rri 1o t.x:F. $475 uti, wfi
& WO rd. Cal Fely407-739-0183

u

t-i::elyfurished roan n kJvely
rouse.Uli ird. 10 rms flan
t.x:F. CaJle rook4>, ro pets..
$475tro. Cal 4m 407-2.82-0187
Tv.o rooms avai.inMTgt)n Pk..
rouse one rri. 1o t.x:F. .AJI uti.,
wfi, w.tJ i"dJ::ted. No pets.
Colege stooents orly.$500 rra,yr
lease.\:a:.clep. 727-643-2835

1

© Puzzles by Peppocom

5
6
2

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

8

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

2

8

1

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

7

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Corrected, as
text
7 Hunger symptom
11 Taylor Swift
received its 2009
Entertainer of
the Yr. award
14 Swiss convention
city
15 Emmy winner
Falco
16 Stimpy's pal
17Wonagame
without knocking
18 Sure thing
20Slimfish
21 Salary
22 Devil's wor1<
23 Official polltical

26

g~~0;i~P60ck,

e.g.
27 Blackjack need
28 Mute assent
29 Jeanne d'Arc,
parexemple
31 _ -purpose:
serving two
functions
33 Penalty caller
35 "_ , humbug!"
36 Now, with ·,he"
41 Energizer size
42 Record needles
43 Civil rights icon
Par1<s
45 Use Listerine,
e.g.
48 Nest egg initials
50 Highland hat
51 Skater Henie
52 Deck marker,
maybe
55 Ye _ Shoppe
56Slte of
Napoleon's exile
57 Give in to gravity
58 Event for the first
parts of 18-, 23-,
36- and 52Across
60 Peace, in Arabic
63 Night before
64 Les Etats-_
65 Lubricating
66 Tape deck button
letters
67 Red planet
68 Mixes smoothly

By Gareth Bein

2 Agnus_
3 Cochlea
location
4 Church d octrine
5 Author Waugh
6 Third-Sunday-inJune honoree
7 Pie nut
801d saws
9 Reebok rival
10" · whiz!"
11 Necktie
12 "I approve;
Tarzan-style
13 Often twisted
body part
19 Rocket scientist
Von Braun
21 Add lanes to
23 Note take(s
need
24 'We'll tak _ o'
kindness yet":
Bums
25 French
cosmetics giant
26 Circle meas.
300n deck
32 VIP's aircraft
34 Busy co. on
Mothe(s Day
37 Galsworthy's
DOWN
" The Forsyte _ "
1 Its yolk is used in
, 38 Ballerina
mayonnaise
Shearer
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Last issue solved
39 'Why does this
~;8Je~f,Ppening
40 Winter Palace
ruler
44 Load for a roadie
45 Sl art using a
successfully
tesled system
46 Composer _
Lloyd Webber
47 Cream-filled
lreat

49 Lay into
51 Like a teetotaler
53 Deep chasm
54 Oscar winner
Berry
56 Dame who's a
man
59 Sing wilh one's
mouth shut
60 Cry out loud
61 "Then what?"
62 Classic Brit.
sports cars

2IDl Ha1ey-Oavidson Sollai Fat
Boy FLSTF, 6spd, 1584oc, Fa5t ·
Sale Askrg $5700, more delais
at 1J:¥,6t@msn.oom I 813{321-

350
100% NEW Mallress cn:l Box lwi1
$85, flJ $95, q..ieen $110, ki:'g
$189.wilh Wc¥rally1 ca, DelMll:
407-936-4194

LEATHER LMNG RC0\11 SEf In
orgnal plastic, newr used. ~
µ-re $3:XJD, Sa::rific:e $375. ea,
delver. Cal Bi (3'.l5)42'.}<i98

CHERRY BEDRC0\11 SEf Sold
WorxJ, newr used, brard re11 n

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1000 GROCERY

flr::lofyl:xlxes.Ef9ShDcM3tal.

CX)l.Jf'ON UNITED BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATKJN Free
Mcmrxlg'ans, Breast career lnb
www.Ltd.rn FREE Tov,rg, Tax
Ded.di)e, NJn.Rlmels
~ (888)468-5964.

Oijna oost $4500. Sel u $895.
Cai deiwr. (954)302-2423
STUDENT SPECIAL .
Bra-d rel/ FULl..size mattress set

$169. Freefrane. QUEEN
mattress!iJsbox$189. Wlie
cp..antities last Cal 407-484-1182

d: j \\d\\l\10\C \l\
Phtl' ailll l·i\'11 ,\ ' \)\\ I • vdassil\cus

$$$ACCESS LAWSUrT CASH
NOW!!! $$$As seen on TV$$$
ijJy Lawsut IJJ-ap-g? Nero
$600$00,cro+wi1m 48hs?
Low rates APPLY NOW BY

li11'10\1\\C\\•~'\\lCfS,COll

\\'\\\\.I\ :-, .

PHONE!Cal Tcxlay! Toi-Free:
(00l)568-a321www. ~ .oom

-

Check out our Classifieds,

.

- - ~ -·

online and in print!

"'

L0009165

KlWIGHTM
New listings weekly!

•
L0009165

Jiu@«mJ,.".6

--

Solution and .new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

7869.

ROOMMATES

5

40t-70Hl331 .

Mooter bedtJalh for rent n lalJ:l.
rouse n Regercy Pak Mex F.
$500tronh(ul m.Jded) Ernaled3418@y.mo.oom orcaled
Eniy-321-691-(3566

suldol ku

5 1
4
7
8
2 6

3 4
9
8
2
7 3

6

Female IOOTIT1aE wailed. Clean,
sate, cm cµet oorouse 'Mi
ciJse 1D U::F caTµJS. E\.€1}'11Tg
rou:a:J u $475. eaa Rebecx:a

8
3

9

$}3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours aday

9
PaHine~neooed1Dareu
2chtten~7in:l 11 rlfl¥
rornel\\Odays,weel<(µ-e!er

$19

First issue:
Each addl issue:

July 19, 2010 • tiutm Jloriba :future
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Walk in:'

Call in:
407-447.ASSS

.
Log on:
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

11825 High Tech Ave .
Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817 . .
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